Parrot Minikit Smart
Overview: The Parrot Minikit Smart maintains an enviable audio standard in hands-free
calling. The Minikit designed to hold and charge a mobile or smartphone does not bar the
consumer from making calls as it offers a Phone book syncing facility and call initiation
through voice commands over the Bluetooth speakerphone. The sturdy smartphone
windshield mount is aimed to act as cradle to your handset for the purpose of charging. If you
are in a comparative study, MiniKit Slim will appear a water-down version of Smart.
Features: The interior of the Minikit has been crafted with the taste of an aficionado. While
the chassis is wrought on metallic substances, the panel feels soft. The moment you open the
kit, will be taken in by the spring-loaded arm with foam pads that is capable of holding any
average size mobiles and smartphones. Be it a massive Motorola Droid X or any other barstyle iPhones, the cradle will accommodate them without the least application of pressure.
Minikit's physical controls below the dock consist of knob to confirm selection and a pair of
buttons meant to accept and end calls. The two USB ports for connection are placed on the
unit's right side.
Lest the audio quality falls in wireless connectivity inside a car, the Minikit provides you with
a popped-out microphone with a retractable 2-foot wire and you can go talking over the
microphone while sitting on the driver's seat. This device is more useful if you are in
convertible or other hoodless cars.
The design has cut across all bounds. Look at the loudspeakers and a connection point for the
mounting arm on the backside of the Minikit. Sounds pretty usual? Not for sure, when these
two elements are clung to the chassis with the sole might of a magnet and a friction clip. The
ball-jointed neck of the mounting arm allows the cradle to be positioned in a portrait or
landscape form. To invest a few words on the speaker, it is sufficiently loud and human
speech or turn-by-turn spoken directions are quite good to hear in playback.
Verdict: If your busy life forces you to look out for hands-free conversation device via
Bluetooth, Minikit Smart should be the one to occupy your imagination because it is
compatible with almost all of the navigation softwares (e.g. android, Symbian, iOS,
Blackberry etc) used in smartphones today. You can keep on your hands-free conversation
and navigation at the same time.

